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PMYC’s Annual
Swap Meet!!!!!
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Don’t forget to check out the web site. PMYC.org
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I’m sorry to report that Dennis Sedore, a long time PMYC member passed
away recently. Having had a very successful career in automotive sales,
Dennis was well known as a true gentleman and raconteur. He will be sorely missed. Our thoughts and prayers are with his family.
Traveled to Puerto Vallarta a few weeks ago to visit Cap’n Jake and bask in
the sun. Still managed to stay cool without resorting to the new “Sparky Wear.” Sleeveless Tshirts don’t look good on everyone you know.
PMYC is a member of
the
Association of Santa
Monica Bay Yacht
Clubs (ASMBYC),
Southern California
Yachting Association
(SCYA), United States
Sailing Association
(USSA) and is on the
Register of American
Yacht Clubs at the
Yachting Clubs of
America.

What would you do if the skipper of your
boat was suddenly incapacitated?

Fathers Day Cruise
to Avalon

June 17,18,19

PMYC’s Cinco de Mayo cruise was heavily attended this year. Good weather helps! I would
like to thank Irv for organizing the event and congratulate Dave & Tina for winning the margarita contest. Paparazzi Kent was busy as usual capturing those special moments for The Log.
Mark Your Calendar For These Upcoming Events
Friday Night Dinners:
Ready to try out an old family recipe or whip up something from Food Network? PMYC diners
are known for being hungry and grateful. If you’re tired from slaving at the office all day or full
from having lunch with “The Boys,” you can make it a Saturday Night Dinner.
Mother’s Day Brunch:
Sunday, May 8, 10:00 am – 2:00 pm.
We’re once again letting the Mothers know how special they are with a scrumptious feast of
omelets, pasta bar, carving station, and a bit of bubbly.
Swap Meet/Membership Drive:
Saturday, May 14, 8:00 am – 2:30 pm
This is an opportunity to introduce your friends to The Club and at the same time do a little trading. I’m slowly but surely weeding through my collectables. Guess I don’t need all those Flintstone jelly glasses anymore.

Mid Summer Cruise
to San Diego
Marriott Hotel Marina

July 8,9,10,11

What if he or she had a heart attack or stroke or was
knocked unconscious by the boom or fell overboard?
Would anybody on board know what to do?
Unfortunately, these things happen, but you can deal
with them when they do occur. Skippers, before leaving
the dock, can gather their guests, give them a safety talk
and make them familiar with the vessel...location of lifejackets, rescue equipment such as Lifeslings, fire extinguishers and flares; tell them how they work and show
them how to put on a life jacket so it fits. Many people
don’t even know get in to them, delegate somebody to
perform duties as navigation, using the radio and acting
as deckhand.
Be sure that someone on board knows to operate your
boat - someone who can start and shut off your engine,
drive the boat, drop the sails, maneuver correctly to rescue a man overboard, and who can take command if need
be. Also, can someone navigate to the closest harbor for
assistance? Call on Channel 16 for help?
These suggestions may seem like overkill, and take some
time of your recreational boating day, but if one of these
emergencies should occur - and they do - it’s well worth
making sure that you have an informed crew.
Sgt. Gary Thornton, Assistant Harbormaster

Poker Night:
Wednesday, May 18
Come on down and risk a few bob.
Submit materials either to The
Log box in the Clubhouse, faxed
to the editor at (310)823-4011 or
preferably in text (Word) format,
E-Mail to pmyc@pmyc.org or
knovens@aol.com All materials
submitted to the editor become
the property of PMYC and are
subject to change-but not too
much. Return of diskettes, photos, etc. shall be made upon
request. Label photos with photographer’s name, event, date,
etc. Non-labeled photos shall be
returned to the Historian.

LSU Alumni Association’s Crawfish Boil:
Saturday, May 21, 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm.
Time for Louisiana’s finest delicacy! Come pass a good time and be entertained by Lisa Haley
and the Zydekats at the Seaside Lagoon in Redondo Beach.
See you at The Club
Nick Cecola, Commodore

It has been a little quiet around the Club lately. I guess everyone is busy preparing for the summer cruises. Irv has great
plans for us. Nick and I have been attending Opening Days at several yacht clubs and have enjoyed the food and meeting
new people. Our Editor and Publisher, Kent Andersson, graced us with his presence one weekend. It was all new to
him, but he enjoyed the day. And, we enjoyed his presence.
The Roster has finally been mailed out. Marianne Lawson did a great job and in a very timely manner getting it printed.
Thank you Marianne. Just remember to update the Roster with any changes in your address, telephone number, and
email address. Most importantly, please notify our Treasurer, Larry Koch, of any changes.

Not much happened this past month except the Mistress celebrated her birthday and the Master
was in the dog house by letting the cat out of the bag when he mentioned her age to a few folks.
She even received a few cards that read: Happy ___ Birthday. Thought I was going to tell you huh? I’m way smarter
than that. She feeds me you know. Never could understand why humans get their whiskers bent out of shape over such
matters.
May is an exciting month! There’s Cinco de Mayo, (I like the salt on the chips), Culver City Classic Car Show and
Mother’s Day. Get this…the kitchen calendar’s May pin-up features a rather lazy looking feline with the following
quote: “on a village rooftop, this black and white cat makes a striking picture as he casts a shadow on the dazzling expanse that surrounds him under the cerulean-blue Aegean sky.” Meanwhile, I’m still waiting for my agent to call me.
Your Friend, Smokey Woolery
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Race News

Inverted Start Highlights
Saturday April 9th found several of your intrepid race committee usual suspects on a pitching, lurching sailboat anchored
by ‘S’ mark.
This is the jointly sponsored event involving the Chuck Stein Series and SMWYC’s Mac Jones Series, otherwise known
as the Inverted Start Race.
To save on resources and the calendar, SMWYC also throws in one of their Cruiser Races. The conditions favored cruisers (Cal 34’s) with a couple of minor exceptions.
At 1025 the wind was already blowing 15 knots and there was a sea running from NW winds gusting above 30 the past
two days. We arrived at ‘S’ at 1110 and after what felt like eternal circling we finally anchored only to be told that the
line was too narrow for the cruisers and the conditions, etc. By now the wind was blowing constant 17 true. We got the
hook up, re-anchored and proceeded to get the cruisers off downwind in 23+ knot breezes. The seas were constant 8-11
feet, close together every 22 seconds. Certain phrases creep into one’s vocabulary like ‘oh, swell’, and ‘kind of windy for
fishing’. The rigging sang and moaned and whistled and changed chords. On the mid-fore deck earplugs weren’t needed
for the shotgun every five minutes-all the noise carried downwind in what was now reaching 27+ knots.
Of the 26 boats participating, there were six dropouts but nobody was dismasted. Lots of skippers wisely tucked in a reef
or two.
PMYC’s own Jaime Cantu rounded up a crew and went out there and mixed it up, and finished. He looked good out there.
As it turned out, the flag kit (theirs, not ours) had no ‘D’ flag; ‘H’ mark, the leeward mark had run away; many boats
went thru the ‘gate’ at the wrong leg and the instructions to monitor VHF Ch 71 (PMYC usually monitors 68) weren’t
explicitly stated. The ‘S’ flag to shorten course was displayed with the Red (start) flag and some thought the latter a ‘B’
flag, thinking ‘B’ was one of the marks.
The race had to be thrown out despite all the hard work, stories and sea lies. Now for the sea lies...
A Catalina 34 seems like a strong boat and managed to take a beating riding out the big swells. Nothing broke-the bow
cleat took the brunt it and survived. I busied myself making sure the deck was in shipshape and loose bits and pieces like
flag poles were lashed down.
Many of the boats were extremely well sailed, and our exhaustion/reverie/stupor was broken up by the sight of sailboats
screaming thru the finish line like runaway locomotives-kicking up bow waves, rooster tails and exceeding hull speed by
a suicidal margin. There is the old saying about the thrill of speed overcoming the fear of death...
The nods go to previous Chuck Stein Series winner Curt Johnson and his 26 ft ‘Avet’ for the best looking finish. Curt
kept an above-deck wake going all the way to the North entrance Gerald Sobel and his Cal 24, Sphritz deserve kudos.
Gerald is usually the last one back to the bar, but he was positively smoking on this day. Former ASMBYC Commodore
Al Berg and Farr 39 ft Ghost II crew were fully clad in foulies worthy of Eskimo search and rescue. They blew by.
Several mentions: thanks to Jack Barrish for being THE Inverted Race Starter of the Bay. He has it down to a science and
did his job perfectly. Thanks also to John Grote who was the cannoneer and helped pull up the hook (it’s unbelievable
how heavy a 16 lb ‘Dan’ can get 90 ft down in a seaway) with NO windlass, mast winch or snatch blocks to take the line
back to the jib winches. Needless to say-if you have a sailboat, fashion a way to lead the anchor line to a sheet winch until
you get the windlass installed. Without John’s effort, the boat would still be out there. These two members of PMYC race
committee put on a clinic and made the races as successful as could be expected.
Andy Kopetzky,
Race Committee co– chair
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Some of our OD’s have not been showing up when assigned OD duty. Remember there is a
$50.00 charge for “no shows”. Notices are sent out with enough time to make arrangements if
you can’t make it. For those who have showed up to do OD, thank you for the variety of good
food we have enjoyed. It’s a real treat.
Our Clubhouse and the galley in particular have been looking pretty sparkly lately. Thank you
for doing your part and thank you House Manager Bob Leger for your diligence.
HAPPY CINCO DE MAYO!
Megan Andres Bilson
Vice Commodore

The dingy dock is back in service. The management at Dolphin Marina (our landlord) is happy
and so is the County. Thanks to everyone who cooperated. All club members are welcome to
bring your dinghies, canoes, sabots, rowboats, kayaks and any other vessel that will fit in the
rack, to the Club. Please contact the Port Captain for a sticker and assignment of a space. We
hope to keep better track of whom each vessel belongs to and where each member’s vessel is
stored. Hurry…the good spaces are going fast. The rental rate will be $10.00 per space per
month. Still the best deal in town.

2005 OFFICERS AND
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Flag Officers
Commodore
Nick Cecola….
Vice Commodore
Megan Andres-Bilson…
Rear Commodore
Barrie Harnett...
Fleet Captain
Irv Osser…
Port Captain
Larry Koch…
Jr. Staff Commodore
Bill Cavaness .…

310.650-0997
818.970-4656
310.430-9339
310.574-9972
213.503-4064
310.410-0001

Directors
Sam Edwards……...…...310.578-9065
Peter Breum...………….310.391-7628
Leslie Bond…………….310.305-1323
Paul Delaney…………...310.823-2060
Ted Sarandos…………. .310.429-8250
Bob McLaughlin………..310.621-2729
Ted Woolery……………310 838-5342

As a reminder, the clubhouse is available for use to all members in good standing Have your
next party or meeting at the friendliest yacht cub in the marina. A quick review of the standing
rules will reveal to all just how simple and inexpensive it can be. Support your club.
Plans are still underway for movie night events. Everyone is encouraged to participate. Bring your favorite movie for all
your friends to enjoy or just come by and kick back.
Doesn’t popcorn, pizza and a good movie sound like fun?
Treasurers Report
Our financial status continues to improve with each passing month but we still need to watch our pennies. Costs continue
to rise just like everywhere else in life. Your prompt payments of dues bills and bar bills are necessary and greatly appreciated. Thank you for being so tolerant of the aggressive collection techniques that you are all experiencing at the club.
Your continued support is appreciated
Everyone is reminded again to please contact the Treasurer to update your personal information or just return the update
form. Please CHECK YOUR NEW ROSTER and contact the treasurer at the club or at (213) 503-4064 if any changes
need to be made. Please also remember, it is each members responsibility to contact us if you move, or change phone
numbers.
We are working feverishly to get membership cards printed and mailed out. Sorry for the delay, but you need to know
that we are doing our best. Please be patient with us. Remember, this is still an all volunteer club and the people working
on these seemingly simple tasks, are taking time out of their personal lives to do all these things. Remember to thank
them next time you want to complain.
The Board has also directed the Treasurer to remind the membership, that all bills are due upon receipt. That includes
quarterly dues and monthly bar tabs. Everyone is encouraged to do their share and help the club pay its bills on time. We
are a business that operates on a very tight margin. The Bylaws and Standing Rules need to be adhered to by all. And we
thank you again.
Larry Koch, Port Captain / Treasure
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Member Profile

SOLD!

Greg & Megan Bilson’s new toy
28’ Carolina Classic
Perfect runabout for the intra coastal waterway
& Offshore trophy fishing.
Saturday; Fred and Ellen held a cocktail party on their
50’ Carver before Irv Osser and his crew put on a great
dinner on the beach. The margarita contest winner Tina
Smith smiles for the camera. I don’t know who won the
tortilla throwing. But we all got very silly.

Cruising Status ?????

Sunday; Started with bloody Mary’s on the beach. Later
we all walked up to Al & Karen for lunch on the balcony.
Thank ‘s Gonzo for the tacos. Some sailed back to the
mainland and the rest of us went on a road trip to Little
Harbor, found some buffalos, nice scenery and we stopped
by the Banning house for a drink or two.
The End!

Welcome
New Member
Cal & Betty Troupe
And their boat Gitana
Irwin 38 Sloop
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So my tale all started out with an E-mail from Sparky

ANDERSSON MARINE
Sales & service
Everything for your boating needs.
(sorry no ice.)

“Why pay more at a discount store”
Try it, you’ll like it.

(310) 823-1105
www.andermarine.com

Advertise in The Log.

Contact the editor.
(310) 463-0077

who was back in PV trying to sell Independence once and for all. Now I’m not a big fan of
E-mail and it could have been a week before I opened and read the message, but the timing
must have been good and I got the message the same day he asked it. Sparky wanted to
know Barrie Harnett’s E-mail address because the mechanic in PV (TeaPot Tony) was finished working on Cap’n Jake and he couldn’t start the engine to check his work. He needed
to get onto the boat to check the batteries which were apparently dead. So I call Barrie,
only to find out he is in New Zealand with his ailing mom. I call Cathy, only to find out she
is in Nebraska with her ailing dad. Then I call Commodore Snoop, who had just returned from PV with Barrie and
Cathy, but of course he never returns calls. Next I call Kent Andersson. I explain the problem to him and ask where a
key might be hidden for the mechanic so he can get onboard. Kent informs me that there is no key on the boat but he
happens to have one in his pocket. So we have now taken two days to locate a key but it only took a few minutes to
decide that the two of us must make a trip to PV. Talk about bad luck!!!!! Two tickets purchased on line later and we
are off to PV on Sunday Morning. Our chauffeur was Sparky with his usual roadie in hand. Tour guide Kent insisted
on first class upgrades…..thank you very much Kent. We arrive in PV three short hours later with our tummies full
of first class lunch and first class cocktails. Yummy. Next we find a trusty cabbie and go through the mandatory debate over the taxi ride fee to Marina Vallarta. Since neither of us
had ever been to that Marina, obviously neither of us knew what
slip Cap’n Jake was in so the hunt was on. Kent sais to look for
the TV dome on Jake but I tell you that’s like looking for a needle
in a haystack since most boats there had domes. So we arrive at
the JAKE. Kent gets us inside and the only obvious problem is the
holding tank that needs to be emptied fast. More on that later. We
start the genset…no battery problem there. We check the two engines and start them….no battery problem there either. So either
there never was a battery problem to begin with, and the mechanic has his head up his you know what, or we are
REALLY good. Must be our karma! We let the engines run for awhile and check out all other systems. We noticed a
throttle cable needed some attention; so that got fixed. We found and fixed the problem with the engine control system. It took a while to diagnose and locate the fix.
I’ve been sworn to secrecy on that one. By now, we discovered we had an overwhelming thirst problem so we fixed it; you all can imagine how fast and how often.
We contacted Teapot Tony to let him know we were at the boat and that we wanted
to confirm that he would join us as scheduled, on Monday at noon. We contacted the
marina office to get the holding tank pumped out. No problema they said…….how
about 4:30 that afternoon. Fine by us. We decided to have a cocktail, float the dinghy
then have another cocktail and go for a ride. Kent had never been to PV and I had
never been to this marina, so we had to explore our way out of the harbor and out into
the bay. We took
some roadies with us and decided to head for town. After a twenty
minute sometimes
wet bouncy ride to town, we cruised the beach area like two good
tourists. That’s when
the picture taking with Kent’s digital camera started. We decided
against storming the
beach for a cocktail, so back to the boat we go. Cleanup and cocktails.
Note: holding tank
still has problem……contacted office again…….they will be there for
sure in the morning
we are promised. Yea right I think. Then dinner and cocktails at an all
you can eat rib joint.
Who would have thought, you go all the way to PV for authentic
Mexican food or at
least fresh caught seafood and we find some of the best ribs either of
us have ever eaten. But what do we know…..we’re just tourists. After dinner, it was back to
the boat, one or two last cocktails and a movie, then sleepy time. How the hell did I get sunburned so quickly? We just got here, and I wasn’t even working on my tan.
Monday started out with some serious hangover management. Bloody Mary’s as I remember.
“First thing in the morning” came and went and still no tank pump out. We contact the office
again and are told they will be there soon. Teapot Tony showed up at the JAKE right on
schedule (an hour late), stuck his head into the engine room, looked around, saw nothing
wrong, and noted that he still had to come back to wrap the exhaust pipe he had built. I can’t help but wonder why
he doesn’t do it right now, but I say nothing. We then discussed the alleged battery problem, and of course he had
nothing to offer as to the source or cause of his previous problem. Like I said earlier, we had some really good karma
going, at least in our minds anyhow. No more than ten minutes on the boat and down the dock he and his trusty sidekick SENOR TONTO go, never to be seen again. Sounds like cocktail time to me. So we’re lounging around on the
boat but still not working on my tan yet, so still no sun block or tanning lotion in use, waiting for the tank to get
pumped out, and this gal keeps walking by. Up and down the dock she goes. Finally we stop her to chat like good
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cruisers do. She and her husband (Joanne & George) are on a trawler (Coalinga) a few slips away on the dock . We get
to talking about boats, cruising, where everyone was from, etc., etc. She says they have been cruising for two years
from Seattle and had spent last summer in San Carlos. SAN CARLOS?? So I take that giant leap of faith and ask her if
she knows the world famous ex-cruiser SPARKY MUNDO? Well of course she knows SPARKY and she informs us
that they had just had dinner with SPARKY and JANET at this great little shrimp joint around the corner and a few
blocks away, just before the MUNDOS had gone back to LA. Now I should mention that SPARKY, while playing had
told us on Sunday morning, during the ride to LAX, about this great little shrimp place, that we just had to go eat at. 40
shrimp fixed three different ways for 95 pesos, and complimentary tequila shooters. His directions were sketchy at
best, but we humored him and made like we understood. Could it be the same place? What were the chances? So since
this gal knew where the great shrimp joint was, we invited them to join us for dinner and share SPARKY stories. Unfortunately, they declined saying that they were headed north early in the morning and TEQUILLA would not be good
for them tonight. So we had a cocktail before dinner and then head out looking for the lost shrimp joint. We’re walking
along in the general direction of where we think the place might be and this totally random American guy sitting on a
bench, as we’re walking by him, asks if we’re looking for a really good seafood place to eat dinner at. Kent and I both
look at each other in amazement and say well yes we are. We want shrimp. So he says follow him and we do. JERRY
gets to talking about himself, that he was from LA and had moved to PV about 14 years ago. Then he takes another
good look at KENT and says he looks familiar. KENT says with great pride and heavy accent: “I’M KENT ANDERSSON, OF ANDERSSON MARINE”. JERRY says he had run the Harley shop next door to KENT, back in LA, back
when Christ was just a child. They had a good laugh, like long lost brothers. So here we are at dinner, at the world famous shrimp joint with Jerry, who, I should add, was very well known at the restaurant, swapping Harley stories instead of SPARKY stories. Talk about a small world. I’m still waiting to bump into someone from my storied past in
one of these far away places. But I guess my turn will come. Back to the Jake we go. Jerry heads back to his condo on
the hill. We can’t help but notice that the tank still lets us know it has a problem. Oh well, we’re in Mexico and things
just happen at a different rate down here. We hope so anyhow. Sunburn becoming a serious issue now.
Tuesday starts out with waffles for breakfast and another call to the marina office for you know what. We are told that
the boat with the pump out tank had to go out three miles to dump itself and that they would be there today first thing,
for sure. Sure, I think. So after breakfast, we pack a cooler and head for Paradise Village. The trip is much smoother,
flatter and of course dryer, early in the morning. We do a little exploring around the harbor and marina; do a little visiting with the few people I knew there on Arabella. We then head to the Vallarta Yacht Club for, what else, cocktails
and lunch. After lunch, we ignored those old wives tales about eating and swimming and went to one of the big pools
at the hotel. No room number so we got no towels. No problem, we’ll air dry. Kent talked his way into a few cold cervessas for us. We toured the place and decide to head back to the Jake. Upon our arrival back at Marina Vallarta, we
decided to go jungle exploring up some river in search of alligrators and/or crockapiles. No luck but we do find a cool
little bar up on the bank of the river where all the local fishermen swap their stories, drink beer and play dominos. So
we stopped and had a few, along with some really good tacos. The taco meat looked kind of dangerous but the tacos
tasted really good. Back to the Jake and we now discover that not only does the tank still stink, but we now have the
pump out boat tied up in the empty slip next to us. Are we lucky or what? We call the
office and are told that they couldn’t get the cap off to pump out Jake. You have got
to be kidding us. So Kent gets out the tools and sure enough…..he can’t get it open
either. Try as we may, that cap ain’t coming off. So we figure that the best we can do
to solve this problem is…….. Take a cab to town. Megan had asked us to check out a
property in town she owns, so we give the cabbie the address and head to Honduras
Street. Right in the belly of the monster we find the
residence. Right above the corner market with twenty
locals all sitting around watching us take pictures like
two crazy tourists. What they must have been thinking.
A few pictures later and we are off to Carlos O’Brian’s. Good fajitas, cold cervessas and lovely scenery. The beach that is. I mean the sunset. Yeah, that’s it, lovely scenic sunset. Back to the JAKE and we decide to go have
one more nightcap at this little bar up on top of the fake lighthouse in the marina. We
load into the elevator and up it goes…….about five feet ……….
grunt …… groan …. and back down it comes. “Can’t take both of
you at once”, sez the operator. You’re kidding right? Us two slim fellas? Okay, you go first, I said
to Kent. No, you go first Kent says. No, I insist and Kent goes first and we both make it to the top
eventually. After only one more and we head back down, together this time. Isn’t gravity a wonderful thing? So back on the Jake, a movie seems like a good idea. Long nap later, and sunburn really
kicking in, I head to bed.
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Officer of the Day Duties

Sign in on the OD sheet located on top of the counter nearest to the door at the end of the bar.
EARLY SHIFT: Raise the flag to the top of the gaff, than raise the PMYC burgee to the top of the flag pole.
Raise the flags of the Flag Officers present in Clubhouse.
LATE SHIFT: At sunset, take down all flags, the US ensign last.
Maintain the Clubhouse in a neat and orderly fashion. Provide assistance and information to visitors to the Club.
Vacuum the carpet, wipe down the tables , wash all glassware and clean the galley.

Securing the Clubhouse at closing
Check all windows and doors, turn off all lights except those noted on the switches.
Turn off the patio heaters, if on, and lower and secure the umbrellas on the patios.

PMYC today remains one of very few remaining yacht clubs that is still a “do-it-yourself” club.
Our club is still run completely by the members themselves with no paid staff.
Anyone that not fulfilling his or her OD duty will be assessed $50.00 (Ask someone to do it for you)

May 2005

1 Sunday
6 Friday
7 Saturday
8 Sunday
13 Friday
14 Saturday
15 Sunday
20 Friday
21 Saturday
22 Sunday
27 Friday
28 Saturday
29 Sunday

June 2005
EARLY SHIFT
1100-1500 HRS

LATE SHIFT
1500-1900 HRS

Kim La Vern

David Baker

Lillian Porhola

EARLY SHIFT
1100-1500 HRS
3 Friday
4 Saturday

Chuck Cadigan

Ken Havard

5 Sunday

Richard De Joria

Jaime Cantu

10 Friday

Alice Weston
Andy Kopetzky

Ted Woolery

John Terrance

William Smith

Kia Andersson
Lawrence Laurino

Cort Haverly

Mark Porhola

LATE SHIFT
1500-1900 HRS

Jennifer Chelsley
Roy Souza

Leon Milhoun

Thomas Shery

Greg Lynd

Robin Couto

11 Saturday

Louis Sepe

Peter Bruem

12 Sunday

Gary Smith

Roger Daugherty

17 Friday
18 Saturday
19 Sunday

Joan De Joria
Don Warren

James Roletti

David Turnbull

Reid Earls II

Peter Czarnowski
24 Friday

Leslie Hensley

James Maxwell
Roger Pero

Tim Burruss

Dennis Pietso

Michael Klein

25 Saturday

Jack Monroe

Ted Sarandos

26 Sunday

Bob Gonzales

Howard Cohn

Wednesday morning up and at em. Load the dinghy back on the bow of Jake. Fix the scrape/hole in

If you have a preference to Sat/Sun, early/late shift e-mail Marianne Lawson at Maribudlawson@cs.com

Why not use the club house for your next party. Talk to the house manager.
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SUN

1

MON

2

TUE

3

WED

4

8 Mothers 9

10 General 11

Day Brunch

Meeting

15

16

17

22

23

24 Board 25
Meeting

29

30

31

THU

FRI

SAT

5 Single 6 FND
Mariners

7

12

14 Swap
Meet

13 FND

18 Poker 19 Single 20 FND
Night
Mariners
26

27 FND

21
28

June 2005
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

1
5
12

6
13

7 General 8
Meeting
14

15

THU

FRI

SAT

2 Single
Mariners

3 FND

4

9

10 FND

11 Monte
Carlo Night
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the dinghy with a prettier patch. Wash it all down and cover it up. Try the cap on the holding tank one last time. Still uncooperative. By now the boat with the pump out tank is gone. Next, we go hunting for all of Roseland’s stuff and a suitcase to carry it all in. We load up what fits, into the bag that is, and toss the rest in the water….only
kidding. Finish cleaning up the boat and packing our bags. Then, it was back to the best little shrimp
joint in PV for one last meal and a couple of cold ones before the trip home. After the shrimp feast,
we bump into Jerry again. We decide he is a very lonely American and in search of anyone to talk to,
but we have to go. We collect our bags and round up a taxi for the five minute trip to the airport.
Since I’m traveling with an Alien, I figure I better allow some extra time to get him through customs
and out of the country. But when we got there, we were
the only travelers there and got through pretty quick. The
plane only had twenty of us on the flight home and we
tried to write this story to kill the three hours, but as luck
would have it, the battery on Kent’s laptop died after only
one paragraph. How’s that for planning? So back in LA
and through customs at the Bradley Terminal. The cab ride
back to the club was reminiscent of most rides in Mexico
….. except the cabs in Mexico don’t smell like camels.
And I don’t mean the cigarette. I’m so glad to be back in LA!!!!! Now I can go
treat this sunburn and peal in peace.

The bumper sticker reads “ no bad days “ but try as we will, some days do appear to be a little off.
Our condolences go out to Dennis Sedore’s family, another crew member gone to join the “Admiral.”
I appreciate all your best wishes on the passing of my mother in New Zealand. Also, one week after my family’s
loss, my wife Kathy’s father passed away in Omaha. April was not a kind month.
My hometown in New Zealand is a natural harbor some 50 miles in length with the harbor mouth only 500 meters
wide, guarded by a large mountain on one side. The Pacific Ocean pushes its way into this tiny gap with a force that
sometimes can be ferocious and perilous. There is a memorial imbedded into a rock at the harbors entrance at the
bottom of this mountain. It marks the spot where a 45 ft. launch on its maiden voyage, with 23 people onboard
breeched, capsized and was smashed onto the rocks. One survived. 22 lost.
50 years later the engine block from the “Ranui” is still there amongst the rocks, clearly visible as the tide ebbs out.
It has no rust and is devoid of any marine growth. A reminder to all, that as we are spellbound by the magic of the
ocean, we should never take her for granted, for she can turn on you with an awesome unforgiving power.
Did I mention that the unfortunate skipper of that unlucky boat was my father.

PMYC B-Day

16 Single 17 Fathers 18
Mariners Day
Cruise

Safe boating, and a long full life to you all.
Nick, was that upbeat enough for you?
See yawl at the swap meet!
Barrie Harnett, Rear commodore
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Club News

Make sure to sign up at the club.

2005 COMMITTEE HEADS

Pacific Mariners Yacht Club
regrets to announce the passing
of the long time member
Dennis Sedore
Wednesday , April 27th 2005
A burial at sea is scheduled for
Saturday May 7th
with departure time set for 10am
From the PMYC clubhouse
Memorial services upon return
Casual attire is encouraged.
Contact Peter / Ronda Bruem with any questions
Peter (310) 733-6338 Ronda (310) 266-8595

Cannoneer
Jack Monroe…….. 310.413-4180
Cheer Chair
Nicole Niemeck….. 310 330-9353
House Manager
Bob Ledger...…
213.999-1679
Club Mascot
Laddie Assistant House Manager
James Conti
310.210-8907
Corresponding Secretary
Nancy Dillman/Cadigan…….
Entertainment Chair
Bob Gonzales……. 310.995-1275
Fleet Judge Advocate
Howard Cohn……. 310 822-1016
David Baker…….… 310.822-3377
Fleet Surgeon
Penny Burgess…… 310.821-4452
Historian
Carol Butte……….. 310 820-4434
Log Editor
Kent Andersson…….310.463-0077
Rocky Andersson
Membership Chair
Ted Woolery…….. 310.838.5342
Membership Roster
Marianne Lawson..… 818.368.2381
Napkin Maiven
Mary Ellen Woolery. 310.838-5342
Officer of the Day Chair
Marianne Lawson..… 818.368.2381
Opening Day
Ronda Breum………..310 391-7628
Photographer
Carol Butte………… 310-820-4434
Quartermaster
Rex & Tina Michel… 310.393-4493
Race Committee
Andy Kopetzky……. 818 506-6566
Jack Barrish……….. 626 449-2329
Secretary
Leslie Bond…………310.305-1323
Treasurer
Larry Koch………… 213.503-4064
Trophy
Karl Lindblom…… 310.822-5306
Webb Master
Roger Daugherty…… 310.821-8222

Mothers Day
Brunch.

May 8th
Pasta / Omelet Bar
Carving Table
All the trimmings
Champagne

10 am—2 pm

Friday Night Dinners.
Good food, great fun.

Is it your turn?
Check the web for info.

$12.00

PMYC Swag.
New shirts & hats and
other stuff in stock.
Check it out.
Rex & Tina,
Quartermaster

Our thoughts and prayers go
out to the following members
who have recently
lost loved ones:
Pam Monroe:
Mother and Nephew
Barrie Harnett:
Mother
Kathy Harnett:
Father
Scott Roseland:
Father
Debbie Jeffries:
Father and Uncle

PMYC Golf Tournament.
Looking for members and their
guests that are interested
to play golf some time in June.
Please sign up at the Club
so we know how many players.

Poker / Dinner Night!
May 18th 6:30 pm

Mark your calendar.

PMYC birthday party
Monte Carlo
Casino Night.
June 11

Texas Hold’em
Spaghetti and meatballs
$5.00

April Poker Night Winner.
Roger Daugherty

